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Radio Astronomy Results from Bothwell 

by Grote Reber 

Introduction 

The radio sky at meter waves is rather s1m1l.ar to the 

optioal night sky. A dark background of 10w 1uminosity is sp1it by 

a bright streak of high luminosity, name1y the Mi1kyway. A typica1 

set ot luminosity contours are portrayed by my map published in the 

Astrophysical Journal 1944. Part of the energy of the radio 

Mi1kyway is produced in local galactic objeots radiating by the 

synohrotron mechanism. A diftuse source of energy is the result 

ot tree-free transitions in ~he ionized hydrogen which pervades the 

plane ot the Mil.kyway. Cerenkov radiation may contribute in a 

minor fashion. Sprinkled over the background at high galactic 

latitude are assorted bright dots. These are mostly objeots 

beyond the contines ot the Mi1kyway. 

Observations 

The radio eky at heotometer waves bears some resemblance to 

the optioal day sky. A bright baokground ot high luminosity is 

split by a dark streak of low luminosity, namely the Milkyway. 

This dark streak is another maniefestation of the ionized hydrogen 

which pervades the plane of the M1lk7way. At hectometer waves the 

ionized hydrogen absorbs the energy coming from behind it in same 

manner as radio waves are absorbed during the day in the terrestrial 

ionosphere at about 80 kilometers altitude. This different 

manifestation of the ionized hydrogen in the plane of the Mi1kYway 

is interesting. Its study can tel1 more about the details ot the 

oonstitution of our galaxy. 
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However, the important phenomenon before us is the briBht 

baokground whioh reaches greatest luminosity near the south 

galactic pole. Where does this unexpected energy come from and 

how is it .produoed? Bxamination of the dark streak will provide 

some hints. fhe luminosity is lowest, approaching complete 

oextinotion over a small region at lon;;itude 3'0 whioh i8 in the 

direotion of the I>lil.kyway center. Thus, most of the energy in 

this direotion must oome from behind the nucleus of the Milkyway. 

The absorption becomes less as one examines longitudes on either 

8ide of 3300 
• Feeble bright anomalies appear near longitudes 

3200 and 3480 
• These are probably local radiators. Perhaps 

the former is a8sooiated with our spiral arm, and the rather 

weaker latter with a hypothetical arm opposite to ours. As one 

observes farther around the plane of the Millqwq the absorption 

trough becomes more wide and shallow. At 2100 longitude the 

bottom of trough has a luminosity nearly half that observed at 

the pole. Thus the absorption must be feeble toward the 

periphery of the Milkyway. The absorption may be nearly zero 

at longitude 1500 whioh is the anticenter. Unfortunately this 

direction oannot be observed from Ta8mania. 

Apparently the background energy oomes from well outside the 

immediate plane of the Milkyway. It might be from a halo 

surrounding our galaxy. However the position of the Small 

Magellanio Cloud coincides with a small dip in the bright baok

ground. Apparently this object also has some ionized hydrogen 
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within. If such be correct, at least part of the background 

energy comes from a vast distance beyond the Clouds of Magellan. 

Observations on the larger cloud were inconclusive due to poor 

conditions. 

Theory 

A scientific axiom is that, when evidence is lacking, the 

best assumption is the simplest. Up to a halt century ago this 

vas practiced within ~ur Milkyway. The stars were considered 

discrete entities in a void. Interstellar space was a ~erfect 

vacuum. Gradually the void has been tilled with gas, dust and 

magnetic fields. Stellar atmospheres have become larger so that 

now our entire planetary system is within the solar exosphere. 

Peculiarly, this enlightened view has not extended outside 

the m1lkyway. Today the nineteenth century void concept is still 

praotioed tor intergalact1c space. Such is most remarkable when 

the ratio (d1stanoe between the stars)/(d1ameter of stars) is 

about 106 t1mes the ratio (d1stanoe between the galax1es)/(d1ameter 

of galaxies). The vo1d hypothes1s i8 at the bottom of the 

scientifio bankruptoy manifest by assorted expanding universe 

theories. 

Cond1tions 

The gas v1thin the galaxies 1s in violent turbulenoe. It 

1s ionized by the hot stars and has a oommensurate kinet1c temp

erature of about 104 degrees. It is retained by combinations ot 

galactic graVitational and magnetic fields. However in aD:1 
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boiling medium there is a wide scatter of energies among the 

particles. A few hydrogen atoms will reoeive suffioient 

velooity to esoape into intergalaotio spaoe. These may average 

about 105 degrees. Eventually they wUl be 8wept up by another 
~ 

galaxy. These two mechanisms will oome to an equilibriwa. 

AS8waptions. 

To fill the void, I will assume a mean density of 0.1 atom 

per 00 and a velooity equa1 to a kinetic temperature of 107 

degrees. The mean free path will be about one tenth parseo. 

Radio Consequenoes 

These oonditions wUl produce 99 peroent opaoity of the medium 

to 144 meter wave energy at a distanoe of 107 parsec. The 

apparent luminosity will be that of the kinetic temperature. 

This agrees with the observed bright background. Since the 

medium is essentially opaque beyond 107 parsecs, the only radio 

souroes available for observations must be within this distance. 

Oentaurua A corresponding to NGO 5128 at 7.5 x 105 parsec appears 

strongly. lomax A oorresponding to NGC 1'16 at 5 x 106 parsec 

is much weaker. Pictor A, which so far has not been associated 

with ant visible object, is just detectable. A few other faint 

unidentified radio sources have been turned up at high galactic 

latitude. Several low latitude sources, prominent at meter waves, 

have not been found. The.e re.ults tend to confirm. the above 

descriptive hypotheses. 
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Optioal aoneequenoes 

It the above be approximately oorreot the assumptions may 

have other inbuilt connotation. For instanoe, ionized ~drogen 

may be regarded a8an eleotron gas. The protoll8 are inaotive due 

to their large mass. ~ Suoh a gas will have a retractive index less 

than unity. Eleotromagnetic wave energy travelling thru suoh a 

medium will not speed up but its phase velocity vill increase 

above that of a void .. aonsequently the wavelength will increase. 

Engineering-wise this condition ill sought atter. A parallel wire 

line merely guides the wave energy surrounding the wires. A 

perfectly matched line free trom standing waves has infln1te phase 

velocity. 

A light wave will interaot with free electrons if a feeble 

magnetic tield is present. Suoh can be produced by the moving 

chargee. Some of the energy of the 'light quanta ~ill be trans

terred to the electrons which raises their velocity and con

sequently the kinetic temperature of the medium. Thus the 

desired 107 degree. may be aohieved from the 105 degrees at which 

the particles are injeoted into the intergalactic medium. 

Returning to the wave, we find it has been lengthened and it 

has lost energy. The energ of a light quanta i8 Q ~ hv • hcIA 

where h i8- Plancks oonstant, c the velocity of light in vacu.um, 

v the trequency and A the wavelength. Sinoe hand 0 are constant, 

v must"decrease or A increase when Q decreases. The phenomenon 

is cumulntive with distance and accounts for the well known optical 
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red ahift of speotral ltDes tD distant sources. Thus the red 

shift is an indioator of distanoe, but lW1 an indicator of 

relative velooity. 

Briefly,the light energy is transferred to the intersa!aotio 

medium, observed as a~br1ght background at hectometer waves and is 

ulttmate17 soaked up by low temperature ionized hydrogen within the 

various galaxies such as our MUkyvay, Small Magellanic Cloud, eto. 

This helps stoke the furnaoes at the center of galaxies and build 

new stars. It also prevents the kinetic temperature of the inter

galaotic medium r1s1Dg indefinitely and keeps the medium trans

parent when observed at meter waves. 

A measure of distanoe 

OODsider again the discrete sources immersed in a medium which 

is more transparent at shorter waves. If the souroe is nearby it 

JDa1' be observed up to heotometer wavea. If source is at a middle 

distance it oan be observed only to dekameter waves. If source is 

at a large distanoe it oan be found solely by meter waves. Thue 

the speotra will have a deolin1Dg intensity-wavelength characteristic 

which i8 a funotion of distance. Once this turn down wavelength 

has been oalibrated, radio astronomy will have an independent 

indioator of distance. It may then be applied to any radio source, 

even if not &Saooiated with a Visible objeot. 

Retrospeot 

Recently I have seoured data from Alouette satellite whioh 

shows the ionosphere has a rather deep minimum in its electron 
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density between 400 and 450 South latitude. This oonfirms my 

deductions of a dozen lears ago ba~.d upon ground ionosphere 

observations. The iono8phere is m08t transparent near the 

latitude of BothweU at 42.5°8. 

Small 8unSPOts ot the past solar aotiVity oyole still appear 

irregularl1 at low solar latitude where they can spray the earth 

with partioles from/time to time. These oause weak ionospherio 

up.ets. They will gradually disappear. However over six month8 

ago a few spots of the new oyole appeared at high solar latitude. 

Their presenoe is not ,et apparent at the earth, but they vill be 

increasingly etfeotive as they gain in number, size, persistenoe 

and move toward the Bolar equator. Apparently we are right at 

solar activity minimum. This agrees with my guess ot five ,.ara 

ago. The present solar aotiVity minimum has been a short and 

rather high one as the new spots appeared before the old ones 

went avq. Rarel1 has the sun been without 80118 spots. 

ObViously this is a disappointment. However, it confirms my 

estimate from radio observations that the present minimum is not 

near17 as low a8 the minimum of the ear17 thirties. 

Before coming here I was sold a bill of goods by the promoters 

ot oross antennas. Suoh a device was de8igned and a complete 

survey laid out. Fortunatel1 I deoided that teohniques suitable 

for meter waves were not necessaril1 applioable to heotometer waves. 

.All the survey pegs were pulled up. A new design vas made at a 
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filled in array vith circular periphery. Experience has shown 

this to be a ver,v satisfactory configuration. It has extreme17 

low side lob,s. Atmospherics and station interterence are far 

below, a level causing difficulty. The entire system is l1m1ted 

by ionospheric transparency and stability. 

The scientific strategy bas been good in that I oame to the 

right place at the right time and did the right thing. The 

eatellite tellows have not yet gotten to where I was in 1955. 

doubt they will ever get to where I am. now. ':0 do 80, they 

vill have to put my entire installation at Bothwell into orbit. 

Muoh better approaohes are outlined in my review article entitled 

Heotometer Cosmio Statio. 

The soientifio taotics have been influenced too much by 

expedienoy and ava1lab~e time. Now it is easy to .e. aanJ small 

~provements whioh oould have been made in antenna design. 

However things work reasonab17 vell and maintenance i8 not 

prohibitive. Like most things, it could be done better a s.oond 

time. 

Puture 

80me discrepenoies exist between my 1963 and 1964 data. ane 

more year will be needed to consolidate these and put things in 

good shape. Probably 1965 i8 the last available year of this 

solar activity oycle. It must be used to maxtaum capability. 

The theory described verbally above should be called ideas. 

!he various parameters must have nwnbers attaohed and the whole 

matter reduoed to quantitative analysis. 
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A large number ot poles and vires are available. This is 

the time and place to 0alT7 out engineering development on anteDl18. 

design. An aasortment ot changes in support and termination ot 

the wires are indicated. Special tools tor handling this bard 

stitt wire need to be~des1gned and tried. Hew smaller, better and 

cheaper antenna tuners and impedance transtormers have already been 

designed, constructed and tested. I intend to install a complete 

eaBt-vest line ot these to be certain ot the overall performance. 

The problem ot pole rot near ground line appears to be Bolved. 

fhese poles bave been in the ground three years. The normally 

sott sap wood on the surtace is hard as stone and vill not even 

sliver. It seems to becoming petritied. 

The most important development is apparatus improvement to 

make better use ot good ob.erving periods when the ionosphere is 

transparent and stable. Only' one beam i8 now in uae , A better 

system vould have tive to nine slightly overlapping beams to soan 

several declinations s1JBultaneously • These would multiply the 

rate ot data taking and greatly reduoe the time to make a survey. 

An even better .che.e is to Wle a pair of beams which slowly s••ep 

respeot1vely north and south tram zero to f~ty degree. zan1th angle. 

These would be similar to the motion ot butterfly Wings. By 

suitable olltput portrayal the device oould be made to plot a sky 

map direotlJ. The complexity would be little, if any more than a 

multiple be.. system. Whatever is designed, the beam direotion 

should be adjus'-ble by .eans ot knobs trom inside a oomfortable 
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building. !he present system of ohanging a multitude of 

oonneotions on .IIl8D1 overhead wire. outdoors i. ouabersome, 

ineffioient and unpleasant during winter. Bad oonneotions 

are made too eas1l7. 

\ 
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